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Shadowless Headlights DKH-50

SHADOWLESS HEADLIGHTS DR.KIM — №1 among Headlights

DKH-50 - is newest version of the innovative headlamp. 

It has powerful light up to 100.000 lux that gives you maximum possibilities. 

This model has as no analogues in the world.

Brightness of the light

up to 100.000 lux

Time of continuous 

work up to 12 hours

Mount type - 

C-ERGO

The Camcorder - HD-Cam*
*Optional*

LED Light Source

White or warm Light

Stepless brightness control

Weight - 104 g

A full charge take 90 minutes

Headlights DKH-40

DKH-40 - classic version of the headlamp. Three-step brightness option. 

Mount type - 

Helmet

Headlights DKH-30

DKH-30 - is a diagnostic version of the headlamp. Simple, economic, functional.

Brightness of the light

up to 30.000 lux

Time of continuous 

work up to 5 hours

Mount type - 

Headband

Fixed brightness

Weight - 96 g

Brightness of the light

up to 50.000 lux

Time of continuous 

work up to 5 hours

LED Light Source

White or warm Light

3 Step brightness option

Weight - 105 g

LED Light Source

White or warm Light

@neobiotech_th

New Colour
DKH-50S



Binocular Loupes

DKL-5 Glass increased detail

Professional optics for precision work

1.5x - 2.3x

Working Distance : 5 - 100 см  

Working Field Size : 45 см
Weight : 

1 year 
warranty

16g
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Headlamp kit includes:

Headlamp
you chosen

Two 
rechargable 
batteries

Two
protection
elements

Two LED 

A charger User manuals
Carton case
(for storage)

Weight: 25 g Weight: 25 g



medical optics



The latest shadowless headlamp and modular optics - innovation, quality and comfort,

worthy of your professionalism!

Wireless Technology

The construction has no wire, that give you
freedom degrees. 

Continuous Operation
Availability of two replaceable ECO-batteries
allows you to work up to 12 hours without 

health harm.

Lightweight and Durable
The lightest headlamp on the market.
The construction is made of high strength

ABS plastic and polycarbonate. You can 

even forget that you work with headlamp 

Replaceable individual optics
Loupse are easy to change.

Simply flip up the front part and take it off. 

Multifocus loupes
You can adjust a comfortable working

distance for each eye ( 20-70cm) with the loupes 

that provide 2.0-2.5x magnification. 

Power up to 100,000 Lux
Smooth light adjustment and scattered contour 

ease your work reducing eye strain.

Full HD autofocus camcorder
Online broadcast and recording 

"through the eyes of a surgeon".

Two LED light sources create shadowless effect

You will get a clean, lighted work field.

Unique features of the products

9 advanced technologies
Unparalleled headlamp in the world and recognized as no.1 in the Japanese and Korean markets!

Patented ergonomic C-Band ensure comfortable fit

and lightness.

To turn on the light you can simply puch it down.

To turn off flip it up til you hear signification 

click sound.
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Automatic On/Off Switch

Shadowless Effect

Dr.Kim Conventional Headlamp



Dr. Kim is the only manufacturer
shadowless headlights.

Our specialist will select and customize an individual optical system for you.

Sold over
83,000 illuminators

all over the world

13 years old

work

Confession

in 17 countries

the world

19 patents

for inventions
and technology

96% of buyers

recommend

product to colleague

Your colleague, Gitchun Kim

Powerful, lightweight,
no shadow and no wires

As a physician, I dedicated over 12 years to patients' care. But my second 

major is engineering. My profound knowledge in the mechanical 

engineering and medical experience led me to create a solution which is 

recognized today and became a helpful tool for tens of thousands of 

doctors around the world. Considering comfort and functionality in the 

headlamp with wide rage of options saw the world. This headlamp has 

no analogues. I sincerely hope that our product will give you excellent 

support in your practice. Thank you.
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